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Abstract: Fishing is one of the earliest economic activities in the community, other than hunting and farming.
Therefore, the practices of thefishing community that makes a living at sea has often been a subject of interest
for social researchers, particularly anthropologists, whether in Asia or in the West.In Malaysia, at least,
artisanal fishing activities are stillviewed as rural activities. However, the rapid development of a geographical
location,especially a city which is located at the seafront,has made fishing activities a source of income for
urban dwellers, as seen in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah. The development of Kota Kinabalu city has indirectly resulted
in various effects and poses a challenge to the community in Gaya Island, particularly the fishermen. What are
the challenges faced by the fishermen who live on this island? How do they deal with the developments taking
place on the island and the surrounding areas? This paper which is based on an ethnographic study that used
in-depth interviews and participant observation will analyse the challenges and experiences of the fishermen
in Gaya Island Village in ensuring the survival of their fishing activities.The findings showedthatthese
fishermen are facedwith‘congestionspace’for fishing because they have toshare thesame resources withthe
other stake holder son this island such as those involved in tourism as well asSabah Parks.
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INTRODUCTION Gaya Island and its surrounding areas has affected the

Fishing is no longer an economic activity that is of this paper is thus to analyse the challenges and
primarily limited to rural areas due to the fact that many experiences of the fishermen in Gaya Island Village in
coastal areas have grown into cities, including Kota ensuring the survival of their fishing activities.
Kinabalu where its coastline is one of the locationswhere
fishermen make a living. Kota Kinabalu which is  known Maritime Anthropology and the  Fishing  Community:
as the Nature  Resort  City  has  been  growing  rapidly. The study of fishing communities has been addressed in
Its development has undoubtedly had an impact on maritime anthropological research which generally
thesocioeconomic characteristics of the population focuses on three main themes: modern fisheries,
andthe physical infrastructure of the surrounding areas, shipboard life and prehistoric marine adaptations [1].
especially Gaya Island that is situated less then 3 These three themes are understood and give in-depth
kilometers from the city centre. Gaya Island,which is explanation of the cultural, social and economic
located not far from the Kota Kinabalu Port,is also the characteristics of the fishing communities [2]. Meanwhile,
only island opposite of the Kota Kinabalu city centre the study of fishermen’s social life covers three main
which has settlements and villages.In addition, the island aspects, namely, ritualandmagical practices and the
is a popular tourist destination which is also recognised fishermen’ssocial networks and fishing skills [1, 3, 4].
as a conservation area.This has resulted in there being Anthropological studies have shown that fishing
constant activities in the island's waterswhich is also a communities have different social positions in mainstream
place where the fishermen carry out their livelihood society. In India, for example, fishing activity is
activities.To what extent the urban development around considereda low caste group activity and fishing

daily activity of fishermen is a matter of concern? The aim
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communities are traditionally not allowed to get an Consequently, there is now a division in fishing activities
education and to visitplaces of worship [5]. In contrast, which separates shipowners who are capitalists and
the Spanish look at the fishing community as a social workers who sell their labor to these capitalists. Thus,
group that has its own identity and role in society [6]. social identity and ties, through family ties, kinship and
Varied social statusnorms have been documented by community have been destroyed through this formal
anthropologists in their studies, with regards to the relationship. The study by LiPuma [6] clearly shows how
fishing community. One of the factors that affects the the introduction of a policy can have an impact on the
status and position of the fishing community in society is socio-economic lifeof a community. This anthropological
their livelihood where this economic activity is study traced in detail the implications of the changes
synonymous with poverty [5, 7]. confronting fishermen at the community level.

Maritime anthropology is recognized as a unique The involvement of women in fishing activities has
field, but for Acheson [1] it invites four important also been invistigatedby anthropologists. Women’s
questions. Firstly, the relationship between men and their involvement is divided into two forms, namely first, direct
fishing gear, how fishing affects the socialization of involvement and second, indirect involvement. Direct
children and the family structure in the long run; Second, involvement is related to the economic activities of
how the data on social, economic and biological agents women who have a direct connection with fishing
can be integrated to help achieve optimum fishing income activities such as fish stock management, distribution of
on an ongoing basis; Third, the role of kinship relations catch at the jetty, hawking fish in markets and residential
in the fishing community; and whether the norms and areas and peeling shrimp and clams [7]. The role of women
institutions of the existing fisheries can control access has also been highlighted in earlier studies in the West
and fishing procedures used as the basis for the success such as that by Acheson [1] who found that women were
of the management of natural resources.These questions considered more honest which made them more reliable
got the attention of other researchers whohighlighted the for fish marketing activities. Early studiessuch asthat by
themes of environment [2], social identity [6], the role of Firth [3], Narendran [9] and Bailey [10], onwomeninfishing
women [7, 8, 9] and its association with survival strategies communitiesin Peninsular Malaysia and Sather [4] in
among the fishing communities. Sabah, showed the importance of the involvement and the

In addition to touching on culture and social role played by women in marketing and preparation of fish
networks of fishermen [1], there are also studies that catches to make traditional processed products such as
explore the anthropological aspects of the environment as salted fish and chips. It is clear from previous studies that
the main theme to explain social phenomena in the fishing women inthe fishing community are also the subject of
community. McCay [2] who used the ecology system in research and that their involvement inthe fisheries
order to understand the fishing communities of Fogo sectorhas a positive impacton their house holds and
Island, Newfoundland, believed that the internal and community.
external environments influenced the social life and The life experiences of the fishing community,such as
livelihood of the fishermen. His research found that difficultiesin fishing, have been translated academically
fishermen need to organize and adapt to environmental through such anthropological studies. This discussion
problems that arise. Although his research can be clearly shows that the study of anthropology has given
regarded as a classic, but the findings are still relevant to meaning to the social life, the economy and culture of
describe the problems faced by the fishing community at fishing communities. Discussion on employment patterns,
the present time.Studies on the formation of social labor, toil and trouble, practices, beliefs and restrictions in
identity are also observed in the study of anthropology. carrying out the work as fishermen have been
LiPuma [6] for instance found that fishermen have a documented in detail by anthropologists. In other words,
specific identity and special influence in the community in anthropological studies indicate that fishing is not just
Aldan, Spain. For fishermen in that area, fishing together merely a form of employment, but it is also closely linked
means they share the space, work, food and any form of with the social status, identity and image of a person in
danger that arises when at sea. Experience in travelling the community, their appearance in public and involving
together builds social ties that bind them as a group of the relationship of brotherhood and neighborhood [6].
fishermen. However, membership in the EC and the new Anthropological research on fishing communities also
policies set by the organization has had an impact on the examined the survival strategies of this group [2] [1] to
social networks and relations of the fishermen. ensure that the needs and expenses of members of the
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household are met, despite the uncertainty of income
derived from fishing activities. Hence, the study of the
fishing community and the concept of human survival as
fishermen, in their resolve to make a living in an
environment of risk and uncertainty [1] in the ocean, has
enriched literature. This is where anthropologists have
made important contributions in the understanding of the
fishing community which is of less concern to researchers
in other fields.

Research Methodology: Ethnographicresearch dataon
Kampung Pulau Gaya, Kota Kinabaluwas collected and
gathered through technique sofobservation, in-dpeth
interviews, document analysis, lifehistory documentation
and fieldnotes. Goode [11] concluded that ethnography
involved observation and listening to peoplein the
context ofthe daily lifes ofhumans or a community fora
certain period of time. Inthe field ofanthropology,
participatingin observation techniques is considered as
the main method of collecting data [12] which isalso ame
thod of data collection inethnography. This fieldwork was
conducted foreight months and included in-depth
interviews of 45 in for mants consisting of fishermen from
Kampung Pulau Gaya. A set of interview questions were
prepared where the questions posed to the in
formantswereonspecificsub-the messuch asequipment,
skills and techniques of fishing. The interviews typically
lasted for a half to two hoursper session. The interview
data were then transcribed in the form of documents and
analyzed thematically. In addition to collecting data
through in-depth interviews, participant observation was
also made by joining the cast net (selambau net)
fishermen at sea during their fishing activities. This
experience provided an opportunity to see the process of
selambau net fishermen catchingfish.

Background of Study: Pulau Gaya is one of the islands
located off the city of Kota Kinabalu. There arefive
villages on theisland,namely, Lok Urai Village, Pasir Putih
(Kasuapan) Village, Pondo, Lok Molom and Pulau Gaya
Village. A large potion of the island falls under the Sabah
Parks and the villagers have built their houses on their
privately owned  land  and  gazetted  village  areas,
though a majority of them live in squatter settlements [13].
The urban fishing communities are the communities that
live along the seafront in the urban and suburban areas
ofKota Kinabalu and the location of the
fishermen’sresidences fall within the jurisdiction of the
City Hall/Municipal. Based on the Census of Population
and Housing,  fishing    households   in  these  areas  have

Table 1: Fishermen Categories and Numbers Registered in Kota Kinabalu
City (2012)

Category Number Percent
Trawlers (PukatTunda) 740  43.0
Purse Seine (PukatJerut) 222  13.0
PukatRantau/3 Layer 206  12.0
Bubu/Kelong 17  1.0
Handline (Pancing/Rawai) 420  24.4
Cast net/Bagang
(PukatSelambau/Bagang) 84  4.9
Crabs trap(Bintor) 30  1.7
Total 1,719 100.0
Source: LKIM Sabah, [14]

been identified as being part of the urban population.
These fishing communities also use the infrastructure
facilities available in the city forthe purposes of the
economic and social life of the community while fishing is
still the main source of income for thehead of household
[17]. In addition, fishing activities are carried out for
aminimum of 120 days over the period of a year [14] and
their fishing grounds are in the waters of the city and
surrounding areas.

Fisheries Development Authority of Malaysia
(LKIM) divides fishermenin the Kota Kinabalu area into
seven main categories. As shownin Table 1, most of the
fishermen registered in  the  city  of  Kota  Kinabalu in
2012 used pukattunda (fishing trawlers) in local parlance
(43.0 percent), followed by the category of fishermen
using rod / hook which was 24.4 per cent. Of the seven
categories, the number of fishermen using traps/stakes
was the least at a total of 17 people (1.0 percent) while
those usingbagangand cast net (selambau) netswas a
total of 84 persons (4.9 percent). Apart from this
categorization, developmental agencies such as LKIM
and the Department of Fisheries (Sabah) categorize
groups of fishermen based on fishing location distance
from the beach and the technology used. For this
purpose, fishing zones were established to distinguish the
fishing operations [14]. Consequently there are three
zones for fishing operations that ultimately distinguishes
these fishing groups namely: (i) Zone A (0-5 nautical
miles), (ii) Zone B (5-12 nautical miles), (iii) Zone C (12 -30
nautical miles) and Zone C (ii) 30 nautical miles over.
These fishing distances have a relationship with the
fishing equipment used. When modern and high-tech
equipment areused in fishing, the more distant locations
of fishing are permitted. However such zoning often
results in discontent among fishermen where for example
Zone A which is supposed to be the fishing zone for
traditional fishermen is reportedly frequently invaded
bypurse  seine (pukatjerut)fishers [15]. However, it is still
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Table 2: Number of Informants based on Fishing Equipment in Pulau Gaya Village

Number
---------------------------------------------------------------

Category License Without License Total

Single Equipment 9 17 26
Net (Pukat Rantau) 3 1 4
Handline (Pancing) 1 9 10
Rawai - 1 1
Cast net (Selambau) 5 5 10
Crabs trap (Bintor) - 1 1
Combination of Equipment 10 9 19
Net (Pukat Rantau) + Handline 6 4 10
Kelong + Rawai 1 - 1
Catgut Net (Pukat Tangsi) + Crabs net (Bintor) 1 1 2
Handline + Crabs net (Bintor) - 2 2
PukatRantau(net) + Handline + Crabs net (Bintor) 2 2 4

Total 19 26 45

considered the best mechanism to protect the interests of Profile of the Informants: A total of 45 informants who
the fishermen, fish resources supply and marine wildlife were full-time fishermen were interviewed in this study.
ecology in this country. Table 3 shows the basic profile of the informants involved

The fishermen who  live  in  the  city  of  Kota in the study. This research found that fisheryactivities
Kinabalu have settled in the  area  under  the also involved women though their numbers are very small
administration of Kota Kinabalu City Hall. These compared with men. These women went to sea to catch
fishermen  can  be    found  in  the  villagesaround  the fish either with their husbands or with other fisherwomen.
city  and  surrounding  areas  [16]. Most of these The informants in this study who were engaged in fishing
fishermen  live  in squatter areas in Sembulan, Tanjung activities in Kg. Pulau Gaya can be divided intoseven age
Aru and Gaya Island [17]. Geographically, the three groups. The youngest informants were17 years old
squatter settlement areas are located on the water and wherethe two related informants had left school at the age
near the sea. of 12 years to engage in full-time fishing activities at sea.

As demonstrated in  Table  2,   the  fishermen of A large number ofthe informants who participated in this
Pulau Gaya Village can be divided into two main study were fishermen aged between 51 and 60 years. The
categories: the first is fishermen who use single oldest informants were 74 years old who were still active
equipment to catch fish  and  secondly,  the  fishermen in going out to sea every day. It is thus clear that fishing
who  use a   combination   of  more  than  one  fishing activities in the city of Kota Kinabalu are taken up by
gear. For the first category, there are five categories of fishermen of all ages.
fishermen  whose  equipment  comprise pukat The data in Table 3 also display the marital status of
rantau(net), handline (pancing), rawai, cast net the fishermen who participated in the study. The majority
(selambau) and crabs net (bintor). Majority of the of the informants, that is a total of 38 people, are married
informants in this category do not own a fishing license. and have dependents respectively. Most of the
However most of the crew members of the selambau informants’  household  incomeswere  contributed by
netgroup, the skipper (juragan) and the boat have a their wives and children  who  worked  as  cleaners in
license for fishing.For the second category, a total of 19 Kota Kinabalu or in the tourism sector on the island and
informants use more than one fishing gear each time they where the children also pursued fishing for their
go out to sea. For example, in addition to trapping crabs, livelihood. Only a  small  number  of  these  informants
some informants also go trawling(memukat) and use were the  breadwinners  for  their  families. This study
handlines (memancing) while waiting to lift their also included a total of six informants who were single.
bintor.Apart from this category, the perception of the This included the two young fishermen aged 17 years
Pulau Gaya villagers indicates that expertise and who worked with their fathers and uncles who owened
knowledge ofskilled techniques of fishing and marine fishing boats. This study found that household members
matters will place them in a higher status and earn them and close relatives of the single informants are also
respect at the community level [17]. fishermen.
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Table 3: Profileof the Informants
Profile Frequency
Gender
Male 43
Female 2
Total 45
Age
20 and below 2
21-30 years 2
31-40 years 10
41-50 years 12
51-60 years 15
61-70 years 3
71 and above 1
Total 45
Marital Status 
Married 38
Bachelor 6
Widow 1
Total 45
Level of Education 
Not attended school 22
Completed primary school 14
Not completed primary school 7
Completed secondary school 2

Previous literature on fishermen in Malaysia found
that most fishermen had not had formal education or had
not finished their schooling [15, 18-20]. This study on the
fishermen in Kg. Pulau Gaya revealed similar findings
whereby about 22 informants had not had any kind of
formal education while the rest had not finished their
education, stopping either at primary or secondary level.
The issue of high rate of school dropouts among the
fishermen’s children is related to the low level of
awareness about the importance of education in the family
[20] and factors of poverty and difficulties in life [3] faced
by the fishermen’s families. The viewthat fishermen do
not require educational qualifications andthat it is a
profession easily entered into by anyonefurther
contributes to making education less significant within
the community. Thus, in terms of the demographic profile
of the fishermen in this urban area it resembles that shown
in previous studies on fishermen in rural Malaysia.
Obviously, the fishermen in Pulau Gaya Village comprise
a communitywhich is marginalized in terms of educational
development despite there being ample access to
educational facilities in the surrounding urban areas.

Living in an Urban Setting: Challenges Faced Bypulau
Gaya Fishermen: The discussion in this section is limited
to the environmental challenges from other
stakeholdersthat are actively involved in the development

and conservation of Gaya Island and its surrounding
areas. This challenge has had an impact on
thesocioeconomic status of the fishermen of Pulau
GayaVillage which subsequently led to the organisation
of survival strategies among the fishermen in order
toovercome these challenges. More detailed discussion
is included in the following section.

Fishermen vs Conservation Area: Around 3,665-acresof
Pulau Gaya was declared as being part of the Tunku
Abdul Rahman National Park which has been under the
supervision of Sabah Parks since 1974. In addition, four
nearby islands are also part of the national park,
specifically,Manukan Island, Sapi Island, Suluq Island
and Mamutik Island (see Map 1).Consequently, fishing
activities are prohibited in the waters of these islands and
the surrounding areas. However, as discussed previously,
three of themain fishing locations for the informantswere
the waters of Gaya Island, Manukan Island and Sapi
Island.

In explaining their reasons for choosing the Sabah
Parks area as their fishing zone, Said, 54 years said: 

“I am aware, fishermen are not allowed to go trawling
in the Sabah Parks, but I have been fishing in the area
for more than 10 years. There are plenty of fish in that
area. Furthermore, the engines and fishing equipment
that I have do not allow me to go to the open sea to
catch fish.”

The choice to catch fish and crabs in certain areas
were based on the informants’ knowledge and the
capabilities of their equipment in terms of being able to go
furtheroutinto the open sea or just being able to
concentrating on areas that wereclose and familiar. This
research found that these two factors play a major role in
the informants’ choice of fishing locations. Even though
the Sabah Park waters area is restrictted for any kind of
fishing activities, the informants continued to risk being
fined because they chose to catch fish in the surrounding
sites for their economic survival. Familiarity with the
Sabah Park area and an understanding of the Sabah Park
staff patrol routine especially in the Gaya Island area
gives the respondents the advantage of being able to hide
and only do their fishing in the areas ‘considered safe’ by
them. To avoid colliding with the Sabah Park patrol, most
of the informants used pumpboats to catch fish from
dawn or at night during thetime they belived the Sabah
Park staff hadnot yet begun their patrol routine. However,
Tunku Abdul Rahman Park Manager believes that the
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fishermen just presume that they knew the movements of waters around Kota Kinabalu Port. Interviews with the
her staff as there is no fixed time for their patrol routine in informants also revealed that the fishermen trawl around
this area.To support her argument she claims that there the harbor pier because there are a lot of fish there due to
have been a number of penalties issued to fishermen in the deep seabed. The close proximity between Kota
Gaya Island for trawling offenses in the area. Kinabalu Port and Gaya Island results in most of the

Fishermen vsTourism:  There are three tourist resorts the cargo ships when they go fishing either to Tanjung
operating in the Gaya Island area,namely, the Gayana Eco
Resort, Gaya Island Resort and Bunga Raya Island Resort
& Spa. According to the informants, the existence of
these resorts is said to have limited their fishing
boundaries in the areas which used to be the sites for
their trawling and fishing activities. This is because the
resort management prohibits fishermen from fishing in the
waters around the resort areas. Although they aware that
they could face legal action and be prosecuted for
trespassing and fined, there are still a handful of
fishermen who are willing to take these risks.This was
clearly evident when accompanying the informants during
their trawl at sea, where about 11 pumpboats were seen
fishing in the waters around the resorts at 7:30 am.As one
informant stated:

“I think the hotel management understands our lives
depand on fishing. The most important thing is that
we not disturb the tourist and their sea activities. In
addition, we are not allowed to catch fish in areas
that the hotel farms fish. However sometimes I've
entered in that area also because there is a lot of fish.
But I get in quietly”.

This shows that the fishermen do infiltrate intotourist
resort areasto fish, especially at night whenthe hotel
management would find it difficult to detect their
movements due to the darkness. Although the tourism
industry does not restrict fishermen from carrying out
their economic activities, it does to some extent limit the
freedom of the fishermen in using the waters around the
island to make a living. Consequently, the fishing
locationsfor the fishermen in Pulau Gaya Village are
limited and they need to spend more on petrol expenses
to go elsewhere.

Fishermen’s Safety vs Ship/Boat Route: The location of
Gaya Island is about four kilometres from the Kota
Kinabalu Port. Fishing activities among the Pulau Gaya
Village fishermen also covers other parts of Kota Kinabalu
city which include coastal areas such such Tanjung Lipat
and Likas Bay, especially for catching crabs. In order to
reach these two locations the fishermen have to cross the

fishermen on this islandhaving to 'share' the same route as

Lipat or Mengalun Island. Usually, when the cargo ships
cross near the fishing boats, strong currents are
generated bythe cargo ship causing ‘waves’ that strike
the fishing boats, making them rock and take in sea water.
This is a common scenario faced by fishermen on their
way to fishing locations which could pose danger to the
lifes of the fishermen. In commenting on this issue, Semat,
56 years saidwith a smile:

“When we move to Mengalun Island, our boat
always encounters this cargo ship. So far there have
been no accidents. Just be careful, do not get too
close to the ship. This is because if you do not know
how to control the boat, the boat can be overturned
by the strong waves from cargo ship”.

Further, the fishermen’s nets are frequently hit by
ships heading to Kota Kinabalu Port. The informants
admitted that though they were actually committeing an
offense in mounting nets along the shipping route,
however, based on their experience and knowledge these
areas had plenty of fish. This is confirmed by Siah, 52
yearswho stated:

“That’s the problem, I could not sleep last night
because I wanted to lookout if there were incoming or
outgoing cargo ships near us.I was afraid the cargo
ship may not see our fishing boat. Sometimes our
rantau net is torn hit, by the ships. But, what can I
do. When I shine a torchlight,the nice person will
twist the ship, but if not, their just hit our nets. I am
aware of the law, the area that I and my husband
went fishing was theirregular route, but we also did
not interrupt anything. We just were casting nets for
fishing”.

Other then beingthe route for cargo ship, the waters
surrounding Gaya Island is also a route for tourist and
passangers boats. Around Gaya Island, there are four
islands that have become tourist attractions, specifically,
Manukan Island, Mamutik Island, Suluq Island and Sapi
Island. The tourism spots make the waters around the
island busy with tourist and passenger boats.
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Consequently,   sometimes,    fishing    boatswhich   berth fishermen is far lower than  that  of  commercial  fishers.
around these islands for fishing or to throw nets are For instance, from November to March, pukat selambau
exposed to being hit by these shuttle boats.One fishermen normally manage to catch 700 kg pertrip while
informant, Sara, 56 years, who had experienced her boat the jerut fishers get five tonnes and above pertrip. Apart
being hit by tourist boats while fishing around Gaya from the difference in catch, there is another issue relating
Island waters said: to these two categories of fishers isrivalry of

“During the incident I was fishing alone. The tourist fishers repeatedly trespass into the fishing zonesallocated
boat that hit my boat was high which was why he for traditional fishermen (0-5 nautical miles). Nasir, 37
could not see me in front of him. My boat wasbroken years, expressed his dissatisfaction regarding commercial
and the only thing left was the handline that I held fishermen by saying:
while the boat sank. Then therewas the villager who
saw this incident, he saved me. He told me to get rid “For me, commercial vessels (kapal pukat jerut)
of the handline and my catch.My fish were all suck! I’m not happy with them. They should catch
washed away”. fish in the open sea as according to the law.

Sometimes they go to shallow waters. Once I
When the accident occurred, Sara was not wearing a didreportthis matter to the Department of Fisheries

life jacket because she was confident aboutfishing around Sabah. However these things keep
herregular familiar location and her swimming skills. Such happeningbecause when the patrol goes out, the
attitudes of neglecting safety aspects such as wearing commercial vessels are gone. This commercial fisher’s
safety jackets, as in the case of Sara, is a matter of action is similar tostealing, the moment that area is
concern among the fishermen in Pulau Gaya. The study clear they will trawland vice versa”. 
found that most of the fishermen only wear the safety
jackets if there were any operations being carried out by Additionally, the commercial fishers also hit and
the Maritime Department. Even whenI joined the damage the fish houses (rumahikan) built by pukat
fishermen in going outto sea, only I and thejuragan selambau fishermen. According to Semat, aged 56 years:
(skippers) wore the safety vests. There is no doubt that a
fisherman has many years of experience and skills in “The problem is this pukatjerut vessel or
reading the winds and the sea, however, accidents can pukattunda vessel does disrupt our overall eranings
occur regardless. from fishing. They also hit our fish houses

The fishermen’s safety is a dilemma because the route (rumahikan)because in that area they can find a lot
commonly used by the fishermen to catch fish is similar to of fish. I am angry, but it will not go anywhere”.
the route for cargo ships, tourist boats and passenger
boats. The sharing of space with other stakeholders may The competition between the traditional fishermen
be a source of danger for the fishermen fromPulau Gaya and commercial fishers is not only limited tothe sea area
Village. Then again the fishermen do not have much but also extends to fish landing centers. Due to the large
choice other than to risktheir boats, nets as well as their number of commercial vessels in Kota Kinabalu City, it
own lives to catch fish, this is especially so when trawling appears that fish landing centers cateringto traditional
at night. This is where the awareness of the fishermen on fishermen has been overlooked. Generally, the informants
safety aspects such as wearing a life jacket is essential to land their catch in two areas, namely, the Kota Kinabalu
ensure that in the event of an emergency they can survive fish market where the fence has been torn down by the
until help arrives. fishermen and the formal fish landing center provided by

Traditional Fishermen vs Commercial Fishing: The accommodates the commercial fishers while the traditional
fishermen in Gaya Island Village belong to the category of fishermen have to land their fish on awooden platform
traditional fishers as the equipment and boats they use measuring 3 meters long and is a bit high,which is a
are low-tech [14] compared to commercial fishers. source of danger to the fishermen.The Director of LKIM
Therefore, the capability of their fishing gears impacts Sabah admits to being aware of the difficulties faced by
their catch and limits their movementat sea. Due to these the traditional fishermen and is taking steps to address
factors, the yield from fishing for the Pulau Gaya Village them.  According  to  him,  the  unloading   of  fish from a

fishingzones. The informants claim that the commercial

LKIM at SAFMA. The formal fish landing center mostly
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vessel is time consuming particularly due to the tonnes of carried out, no action had been undertaken to demolish
catch being unloadedfrom each commercial vessel. As a the informants’ houses. However, if the transfer is
result, traditional fishermen who want to land their fish implemented, two main effects are expected by the
have to land their catchin places that are not suitable as informants, that will have an impact on their lives. First,
mentioned above. This indicates that traditional fishermen would be the increase in the cost of transport to Kota
areconsidered less important whereas their catch is Kinabalu and secondly, the increased distance for them to
recognized by middlemen and retailers as being of higher go fishing because they would be living in inland areas
quality and fresheras compared to commercial fishers. which could also adversely affect the safety of their
This is because fish catch by the traditional fishermen, fishing boats in the future. In addition to the relocation of
especially those from Gaya Island, are sent directlyto the the houses there was also a proposal to develop a satellite
market from the sea. town on Gaya Island. Although this proposal is currently

The Uncertainty of Housing Status: House ownership is Sabah Housing and Town Development Authority, this
a critical issue faced by the fishermen as most of them do implies that larger development projects can be expected
not own land and live in the coastal area, which is in the future which will surely have an impact on the
considered government reserves [15] especially the residents of the island, especially the fishermen.
fishermen in the urban areas. This is due to theimpact of
urbanization on the local populationresultinginwithdrawal CONCLUSION
of property and causing local residents to be removed
from theirurban space [21]. These removals occur when Fishermen in the Pulau Gaya Village off Kota
the land is sold to developers for development. Even Gaya Kinabalu city are faced with developments that will have
Island and its population are affected bythe development an impact on their socioeconomic survival. This does not
of Kota Kinabalu city, especially in terms of tourism include the other daily obctacles they faceas fishermen,
development.While the study was being carried out, three such as, the weather, fish seasons, price of fish in the
villagers who had land grants in Pulau Gaya Village market etc.Being fishermen,fishing locations aretheir
passed away andtheir land is now occupied by their resourse formaking a living. Consequently, the ‘sharing of
children. However, in the early 1980s, there were many space’ with other stakeholders, in this case conservation,
villagers who owned land, but they sold their land to tourism, travel routes, competition with commercial fishers
Chinese businessmen. Pulau Gaya which was declared as and the future development of their settlements, has
being part of the Sabah Parks in 1974, was seen as a wideneduncertaintyfaced by these fishermen. This
strategic location for the development of tourism and the research shows that the external environment, as
fishermen who mostly did not have sufficient cash at that mentioned by McCay [2], has influenced the fishermen’s
time were attracted by the price offered by the Chinese daily economic activities. Some of the fishermen have no
businessmen. The land which was originally owned by choice other than to face these challenges and implement
the island residentsis said to have been eventually sold to relevant strategies such as changing their time for fishing
the operators of the first resort on the island,the Gayana and location in order to get a good catch. However, the
Eco Resort, who sent in their application to build the fact remains that these external factors have influence
resort to the Kota Kinabalu Municipal Council in March their fishing activities in many ways, to be precise, limiting
1985 [13]. The consequence is that a majority of the their fishing locations, damage to their nets, even risks to
residents of Pulau Gaya Village currently do not have a their lifesand finally their catch and earnings. This shows
land grant and have built their houses on the water and that fishing communities especially in the urban areas and
the beach areas which is a marine reserve area. periphery are experiencing rapid change, not only due to

What is the impact of this land status on the lives of the policies of regulatory agencies, but also due to other
the fishermen in Kampung Pulau Gaya? These fishing factors outside the realm of fishery management.
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